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DESK
Lesson
Course:
6th Grade Social Studies


Davis Essentials:
Study the world’s past and connections to the present.
	


Skills and Knowledge:
Explore developments during the Middle Ages
Title
ILLUMINATED LETTERS
Author / Source
Eileen Matsumura, Wasatch Elementary
Submitted by
Eileen Matsumura, Wasatch Elementary
Objectives
What will students know and be able to do at the end of this lesson?
Students will have an understanding of the influence of the church during the middle ages, and, in particular, the role of the monks during this time.
Lesson Description
Students will read about the Power of the Church, view a power point about the creation of illuminated letters and complete a study guide.
Lesson Materials and Resources
The Middle Ages, National Geographic Social Studies book 
Illuminations Power Point presentation http://www.fcps.edu/DIS/OHSICS/FineArts/pdfs/Illuminations1.pdf
Illuminations learning guide
student netbooks (optional)
Art paper
pencil and eraser
black fine point marker
gold metallic crayons or markers

Instructional Activities
Students will read A Monk’s Life from the National Geographic Middle Ages book.

A concept web will be created showing the details of the three areas of the topic (rules, different jobs, prayers)  There is an interactive Target graphic organizer that works well at  http://www.classtools.net/education-games-php/target 

Students will respond to these questions based on their notes:
	What were the characteristics of a monk’s life during the Middle Ages? (summarize)

Why do you think monks chose this way of life? (make judgements)
How did monks contribute to the power of the Church? (infer)

Review with students the roles of the monks during Middle Ages time from the earlier comprehension lesson.

Direct students’ attention to the section of the article about Handmade Books and illuminations.

Show the power point presentation about the creation of illuminated manuscripts to deepen understanding of the role of a monk. Stop at slide 12.

Distribute the Illuminations learning guide (Attachment 1) to the students or instruct students to open the on their netbooks and guide them to the learning guide.

Complete the learning guide after viewing slide 12 of the power point. 


Formative Assessment
How will I check for understanding?
How will students show what they know?
Power of the Church Assessment (Attachment 2) - based on all three chapters of the Power of the Church section of the Middle Ages Book.  The original assessment was created in Google Docs and a link placed on the teacher’s web page.  
Extending the Lesson 
What are ways to reteach the objectives?
What are ways to enrich the lesson?
Continue the power point presentation at slide 13 to explain the assignment and show examples of student work of other illuminated letters.

Distribute materials for students to create their own illuminated letters.




Attachment 1 – Learning Guide

Name:  _____________________________

Illuminations Learning Guide

	An illumination is an embellishment, or additional _________________ that enhances the pages of a written page.  The term, illumination comes from the word _________________________, or to fill with light.
An illuminated letter was usually the ____________ letter of a page or paragraph.  It was enlarged, in color, with _____________ applied in some areas.  The images used to enhance the letters include   __________________, ___________________, and _______________________ creatures.
The three people involved in creating illuminations were the __________________________, the ____________________, and the ___________________________.
The parchmenter prepared animal skins to be used as  __________________ surfaces.  The skins were stretched in the sun, and rubbed with a round  _______________ to make them smooth.
The scribe _______________ words and stories onto pages of parchment to be made into a book.  He used a ____________ pen made of a bird feather.  ______________ were made from ashes, plant material, and egg whites.
The illuminator would add the ______________________, or decorative images to the pages when the scribe was done with them. 
Explain why illuminations are an important part of history.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Attachment 2 – Assessment Answer Key

Power of the Church Test
Think back to the stories from the Power of the Church section of The Middle Ages book to answer the questions below.
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	Why were there so many windows in a cathedral? * 
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So people could look out them while they were there.
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So that light would illuminate the inside of the cathedral.
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So people could look at the pictures on them.
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To give jobs to the people who made windows.

	What is a gargoyle? * 
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A carving of a grotesque creature that sticks out from the roof of a building
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A place for pigeons to roost
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The Hunchback of Notre Dame
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A creature that lives in a cathedral

	What is not believed to be a reason that the roof on the cathedral at Beauvais collapsed? * 
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The cathedral was too high and too thin.
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There was too much snow on top of it.
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The cathedral's foundation was too weak.
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The different styles of the first stage of building.

	According to The Rule of St. Benedict, what is the enemy of the soul? * 
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Eating too much
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Happiness
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Working too much
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Idleness

	What did the monks spend most of their time doing? * 
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Eating and sleeping
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Counting their riches
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Working and praying
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Making honey and weaving cloth



	Why were books rare during the Middle Ages? * 
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People didn't like to read
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Books were made by hand
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Books cost too much money
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The king wouldn't let people read books

	What is an illumination? * 
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colorful drawings and designs in books that contained real gold
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the candles that lit the church at the monastery
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a sign outside a monastery
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the glow around the monks and nuns that showed they were close to God

	Why did the pope urge Christians to fight for Jerusalem? * 
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He wanted to build a cathedral there
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Christians needed more places to build monasteries
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Christians believed that Jesus had lived and died there
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He wanted to live to where it was warm and dry

	What did the Crusaders do to prepare for their final attack on Jerusalem? * 
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walked barefoot around the walls, praying for victory
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had a good dinner and went to bed early
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prayed for 3 days and 3 nights
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polished their armor and sharpened their weapons

	Why did the Muslims believe that Jerusalem was sacred? * 
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they thought they got special powers by drinking the water there
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it was where they believed their prophet, Muhammad, had ascended into heaven
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they thought the warm and dry weather was a gift from God
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it was where they thought God protected them from evil 

